CAMP student Alan Gomez with his Special Merit in Research Award (third from the left)

Awardees and Presenters

Biological / Life Sciences

Poster Presenters:

Grober Baltazar - Honorable Mention
Elena Caceres - Honorable Mention
Katelyn Carmichael
Mary Graves - Honorable Mention
Matthew Guevara
Elvira Hernandez Lopez

Physical Sciences / Engineering

Poster Presenters:

Francisco Contreras - Honorable Mention
Marina Fernandez - Honorable Mention
Alan Gomez - Special Merit in Research Award
Andres Medina

UC San Diego CAMP Delegation (bottom picture)
CAMP student Katelyn Carmichael (top picture)
Quote from Professor Carlos Coimbra, Member, CAMP Statewide Advisory Board

Funding for this program is provided by the UC Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation in Science, Engineering, and Mathematics
Page 16  CAMP student **Francisco Contreras** (top picture)

CAMP students from left to right: **Joseline Ochoa, Isis Perez, Sara Kimmich** (who presented in the Works in Progress Category) and **Marina Fernandez** (bottom picture)

Page 17  CAMP student **Alan Gomez**’s Special Merit in Research Award-Winning Abstract for his poster presentation in the Physical Sciences/Engineering Category

Page 14  Quote from **Professor Stuart Sandin**, Member, CAMP Statewide Advisory Board

Page 18  Symposium Judges

*Biological / Life Sciences:*  
Stuart Sandin, Ph.D.
Karl Willert, Ph.D.

*Physical Sciences / Engineering:*  
Adam Burgasser, Ph.D.
Carlos Coimbra, Ph.D.
Kalyanasundaram Seshadri, Ph.D.

Page 19  **Professor Adam Burgasser** (bottom right picture), who served as judge

Pages 26-27  **UC Berkeley Hosts New Bridge to the Doctorate Cohort**

UC Berkeley Welcomes 12 STEM Graduate Students on Path to the Ph.D.:  
**Mireille Kamariza** (front row, second from L to R) Awarded NSF’s Bridge to the Doctorate Fellowship

Pages 48-50  **UC San Diego Profiles:**

CAMP student, **Alfredo Perez**: Community College Transfer Success

CAMP Alumni and NSF Bridge to the Doctorate (BD) Fellows Dr. **Sergio Sandoval** (pictured on page 49 with his thesis advisor, **Professor Andrew Kummel**) and Dr. **Melanie Zauscher**: (pictured on page 50): Congratulations to our New Ph.Ds!

CAMP student, **Alan Gomez**: Bioengineer, UCSD Class of 2013

*Funding for this program is provided by the UC Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation in Science, Engineering, and Mathematics*